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1.1 Introduction

Web search engines are probably one of the most important and wide-spread infor-
mation tools in use today. Every month the leading search engines recommend search
results to billions of users and, in the process, generate billions of dollars in advertising
revenue annually. In all of this Google stands tall as the clear market leader and one
would be forgiven for assuming that all of the major web search challenges have by
now been addressed, and that all that remains is the need for some minor algorithmic
refinements. The reality is very different however, and while Google may have won the
current round of search battles, the web search war is far from over.

Recent research has highlighted how even the leading search engines suffer from
low success rates when it comes to delivering relevant results to the average searcher.
For example, in one study [25] of more than 20,000 search queries researchers found
that, on average, Google delivered at least one result worth selecting only 48% of the
time; in other words, in 52% of cases, searchers chose to select none of the results
returned. In large part this problem is as much due to the searcher as it is the search
engine: our search queries tend to be vague and under-specified, and rarely provide a
clear indication of our search needs [46, 90, 99–101]. As frequent searchers we have
adapted to these success rates, generally responding to poor result-lists with follow-up
or alternative queries. However, at best, this means that web search is far less efficient
than it should be — indeed recent studies suggest that among information workers 10%
of salary costs are lost due to wasted search time [31] — and at worst a significant
proportion of searchers may fail to find the information they need.

Thus, while Google, Yahoo and others continue to provide strong search services for
millions of users, there remains plenty of headroom for improvement. In this chapter
we will look into the future of web search by reviewing some of most promising re-
search ideas that have the potential to bring game-changing innovation to this exciting
technology sector. We will argue that the past is apt to repeat itself, and just as Google’s
game-changing take on web search led to its relentless rise over the past 10 years, so too



will new search technologies emerge to have a similarly disruptive effect on the market
over the next 10 years.

Even in their current form, modern search engines can be loosely viewed as a type
of recommender system: they respond to users’ queries with a set of result page recom-
mendations. But recommendation technologies are set to play an increasingly important
role in web search, by helping to address core web search challenges as well as con-
tributing to the solution of a number of secondary search features. For example, recently
modern search engines have added query recommendation services to supplement core
search functionality. As the user enters their query, services like Google Suggest use
recommendation techniques to identify, rank and recommend previously successful and
relevant queries to the user; see [81]. In this paper, we will focus on two promising and
powerful new ideas in web search — personalization and collaboration — that can
trace their origins to recent recommender systems research [6, 36, 54, 78, 83, 89]. They
question the very core assumptions of mainstream web search engines and suggest im-
portant adaptations to conventional web search engines. The first assumption concerns
the one-size-fits-all nature of mainstream web search — two different users with the
same query will, more or less, receive the very same result-list, despite their different
preferences — and argues that web search needs to become more personalized so that
the implicit needs and preferences of searchers can be accommodated. We will describe
a number of different approaches to personalizing web search by harnessing different
types of user preference and context information to influence the search experience;
see for example [2, 15, 20, 23, 24, 32, 34, 49, 50, 70, 86, 98, 109]. The second assumption
that will be questioned concerns the solitary nature of web search. By and large web
search takes the form of a isolated interaction between lone searcher and search engine,
however, recent research has suggested that there are many circumstances where the
search for information has a distinctly collaborative flavour, with groups of searchers
(e.g., friends, colleagues, classmates) cooperating in various ways as they search for
and share results. We will describe recent work in the area of collaborative information
retrieval, which attempts to capitalize on potential for collaboration during a variety of
information seeking tasks; see for example, [1, 59, 60, 71–74, 95].

In addition we will highlight a new breed of search service that combines elements
of personalization and collaboration: so-called social search services take advantage of
the recent evolution of the web as a social medium, one that promotes interaction and
collaboration among individuals during search, so that searchers can benefit from the
preferences and experiences of other like-minded individuals. Indeed this provides a
new source of information for search engines to use during retrieval: interaction and
collaboration information. And this information can be used to drive recommendations
at search time so that organic search results, based on term-overlap and link connectiv-
ity information, are complimented by additional result recommendations that are based
on the preferences and activities of searchers. This will represent a coming together of
recommendation systems and search systems and, just as the introduction of connec-
tivity information led to its rise to dominance, there is considerable optimism that this
new source of interaction and preference information will lead to an entirely new phase
of search engine development in the quest to deliver the right information to the right
user at the right time.



1.2 A Brief History of Web Search

Before considering some of the emergent search technologies that have the potential to
disrupt the search industry, it is first worth briefly reviewing the history of web search
over the past 15 years, to better understand the evolution of modern web search. The
early web was not a place of search. Instead if you wanted to get to a particular web
page then you either typed the URL directly into your browser, or you used a portal like
Yahoo as a starting point to navigate to this page. As the web grew (and grew, and grew)
it became clear that portal browsing would not scale, and web search began to emerge
in the guise of early search engines such as Lycos, Excite, and Altavista.

These search engines all relied on so-called information retrieval (IR) technologies
that had been around since the 1970’s [4,105]. A simplified schematic of a typical search
engine architecture is preseneted in Fig. 1.1. Briefly, early search engines constructed
their own index of the web, by crawling the web’s network of pages and analysing the
content of each page in turn, recording the words, and their frequencies, contained in
each page. To respond to a search query, the search engine retrieves and ranks pages
that contain query terms. During the early days of web search, the emphasis was very
much on the size of the index, and search engines that had indexed more of the web
had a clear coverage advantage over their rivals. Attention was also paid to the ranking
of search results; for the most part, these search engines relied on the frequency of
query terms in a web page (relative to the index as a whole) as the primary arbiter of
relevance [97], preferring pages that contained frequent occurrences of distinctive query
terms. While this approach worked reasonably well in the well-structured, closed-world
of information retrieval systems, where information retrieval experts could be relied
upon to submit detailed, well-formed queries, it did not translate well to the scale and
heterogenous nature of web content or our vague search queries. The outcome was a
poor search experience for most searchers, with relevant results hidden deep within
result-lists dominated by results that were, at best, only superficially relevant to the
query.

Improving the ranking of search results became the challenge for these early search
engines and even the race for the largest search index took a back seat in the face of this
more pressing need. It soon became clear, however, that relying solely on the terms in a
page was not going to be sufficient, no matter how much time was invested in tweaking
these early ranking algorithms. Simply put, there were lots of pages that scored equally
well when it came to counting matching query and page terms, but few of these pages
turned out to be truly relevant and authoritative. Although term matching information
had a role to play in overall relevance, on its own it was insufficient, and it was clear
that there was vital information missing from the ranking process.

The missing ingredient came about as a result of research undertaken by a number
of groups during the mid 1990’s. This included the work of John Kleinberg [41] and,
most famously, the work of Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin [13]. These
researchers were among the first to take advantage of the connectedness of web pages,
and they used this information to evaluate the relative importance of individual pages.
Kleinberg, Page, and Brin recognised the web as a type of citation network (see for
example, [61]). Instead of one paper citing another through a bibliographic reference, on
the web one page cited another page through a hyperlink connecting the two. Moreover,



Fig. 1.1. Functional components of a typical web search engine. A page, pi , is located on the
web by the crawler and its content, the terms t1,...,tn, are retrieved and indexed as part of an
offline process. In response to a search query, the engine probes the index to retrieve results
which match the query terms, pi,..., p j, which are then ranked by their relevance according to the
search engines particular ranking metrics, before being presented to the searcher as a result-list.

it seemed intuitive that the importance of a given page should be a function of the
various pages that linked to it; the so-called back-links of the page. Thus a page could
be considered important if lots of other important pages linked to it. This provided
the starting point for a fundamentally new way to measure the importance of a page
and, separately, the work of [18, 41] and [13] led to novel algorithms for identifying
authoritative and relevant pages for even vague web search queries. By the late 1990’s
Page and Brin’s so-called PageRank algorithm was implemented in the first version of
Google, which combined traditional term-matching techniques with this new approach
to link analysis, to provide search results that were objectively superior to the results of
other search engines of the day. The rest, as they say, is history.

1.3 The Future of Web Search

There is no doubt that web search represents a very significant recommendation chal-
lenge. The size and growth characteristics of the web, and the sheer diversity of content
types on offer represent formidable information retrieval challenges in their own right.
At the same time, as the demographics of the web’s user-base continues to expand,
search engines must be able to accommodate a diverse range of user types and search
skill levels. In particular, most of us fail to live up to the expectations of the document-
centric, term-based information retrieval engines that lie at the heart of modern search
technology. These engines, and the techniques they rely upon, largely assume well-
formed, detailed search queries, but such queries are far from common in web search



today [37, 38, 46, 101]. Instead most web search queries are vague or ambiguous, with
respect to the searcher’s true information needs, and many queries can contain terms
that are not even reflected in the target document(s).

Given that many queries fail to deliver the results that the searcher is looking for
there is considerable room for improvement in this most fundamental feature of the
search experience. While the problem may reside, at least in part, with the nature of
web search queries, as discussed above, it is unlikely that users will improve their query-
skills any time soon. In response, researchers have begun to explore two complementary
strands of research as a way to improve the overall searcher experience. One widely held
view is that web search needs to become more personalized: additional information
about users, their preferences and their current context, for example, should be used
to deliver a more personalized form of web search by selecting and ranking search
results that better match the preferences and context of the individual searcher (see for
e.g. [2,15,23,32,49,86]). Another view is that there is an opportunity for web search to
become more collaborative, by allowing communities of users to co-operate (implicitly
or overtly) as they search (see for e.g. [1, 59, 60, 71–74, 95]).

In the following sections we will review this research landscape, describing a num-
ber of initiatives that are attempting to transform static (non-personalized), solitary
(non-collaborative), mainstream search engines into more personalized (see Section
1.3.1) or more collaborative (see Section 1.3.2) search services. These initiatives borrow
ideas from recommender systems, user profiling, and computer-supported collaborative
working research; see for example [36, 42, 53, 84, 89]. We will also highlight recent re-
search that seeks to bring both of these approaches together leading to a new generation
of search services that are both collaborative and personalized. We will refer to these
hybrid services as social search services and in the remainder of this chapter we will
describe two detailed case-studies of two different approaches to social search.

1.3.1 Personalized Web Search

Many recommender systems are designed to make suggestions to users that are rel-
evant to their particular circumstances or their personal preferences — for example,
recommender systems help users to identify personally relevant information such as
news articles [8, 9, 42], books [47], movies [28, 43, 55], and even products to buy
[21, 52, 75–77, 83]— and the application of recommender technologies to web search
allows for a departure from the conventional one-size-fits-all approach to mainstream
web search. When it comes to delivering a more personalized search experience there
are two key requirements: firstly, we must understand the needs of searchers (profiling);
secondly, we must be able to use these profiles to influence the output of the search
engine, for example by re-ranking results according to the profile, or, indeed, by influ-
encing other components of the web search experience.

To put these research efforts into perspective it is useful to consider two important
dimensions to personalizing web search. On the one hand we can consider the nature
of the profiles that are learned: some approaches focus on short-term user profiles that
capture features of the user’s current search context (e.g. [15, 32, 86]), while others
accommodate long-term profiles that capture the user’s preferences over an extended
period of time (e.g. [2, 23, 49]). On the other hand, when it comes to harnessing these



profiles during search, we can usefully distinguish between those approaches that are
guided by an individual target user’s profile (e.g. [16, 39, 44, 89]) versus those that are
collaborative, in the sense that they are guided by the profiles of a group of users (e.g.
[36, 42, 47, 85, 90]).

Generally speaking, user profiles can be constructed in two ways. Explicit profiling
interrogates users directly by requesting different forms of preference information, from
categorical preferences [23,49] to simple result ratings [2]. In contrast, implicit profiling
techniques attempt to infer preference information by monitoring user behaviour, and
without interfering with users as they go about their searches; e.g. [23, 48, 70].

With explicit profiling, the users themselves do the profiling work by either spec-
ifying search preferences up front, or by providing personal relevance feedback such
as rating returned search results. Chirita et al [23] use individual user profiles which
are defined by the searcher through ODP1 web directory categories to re-rank results
according to the distance between the profile and ODP categories for each result. They
investigate a number of different distance metrics, and report the findings of a live user
evaluation that shows that their personalized approach is capable of more relevant result
rankings than standard Google search. One of the drawbacks of relying on ODP cate-
gories in this way however is that only a small proportion of the web is categorised in the
ODP and so many of the returned search results have no category information to base
the re-ranking on. Ma et al [49] propose a similar approach whereby user profiles are
explicitly expressed through ODP categories, except they re-rank search results based
on the cosine similarity between result page content and the ODP directory category
profiles. In this way the search results themselves are not required to be categorised in
the ODP.

In contrast, ifWeb [2] builds user profiles using a less structured approach through
keywords, free-text descriptions, and web page examples provided by the user to ex-
press their specific information needs, which are stored as a weighted semantic net-
work of concepts. ifWeb also takes advantage of explicit relevance feedback where the
searcher provides result ratings that are used to refine and update their profile. A similar
approach is used by the Wifs system [56] in which profiles initially built using terms
selected from a list can be subsequently improved with feedback on viewed documents
provided by the users. The major drawback with these types of explicit approaches to
profiling is that the majority of users are reluctant to make the extra effort in providing
feedback [17]. Furthermore, searchers may find it difficult to categorise their informa-
tion needs and preferences accurately in the first place.

A potentially more successful approach to profiling is to infer user preferences im-
plicitly. As in the work of [23], Liu et al [48] also use hierarchical categories from the
ODP to represent a searcher’s profile, except in this work the categories are chosen au-
tomatically based on past search behaviour such as previously submitted queries and
the content of selected result documents. A number of different learning algorithms
are analysed for mapping this search behaviour onto the ODP categories, including
those based on Linear Least Squares Fit (LLSF) [108], the Rocchio relevance feedback
algorithm [79], and k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) [29]. In a related approach, [104] use
statistical language methods to mine contextual information from this type of long-term

1 The Open Directory Project, http://dmoz.org



search history to build a language model based profile, and [70] also infer user prefer-
ences based on past behaviour, this time using the browser cache of visited pages to
infer subject areas that the user is interested in. These subject areas, or categories, are
combined into a hierarchical user profile where each category is also weighted accord-
ing to the length of time the user spent viewing the pages corresponding to the category.

The above are all examples of long-term user profiles that seek to capture informa-
tion about the user’s preferences over an extended period of time, certainly beyond the
bounds of a single search session. The alternative is to capture short-term profiling in-
formation, typically related to the particular context of the current information finding
task. For example, the UCAIR system [86] concentrates on recently submitted queries
and selected results to build a short-term profile that is used to personalize results for
the current search task. When a new search session is initiated, a new profile for the user
and their current information requirements is created. Similarly Watson [15] and Intel-
liZap [32] both generate short-term profiles from current context information. Watson
identifies informative terms in local documents that the user is editing and web pages
that are being browsed, and uses these to modify the user’s search queries to personal-
ize results. IntelliZap users initiate a search by selecting a textual query from within a
document they are currently viewing, and the search is then guided by additional terms
occurring in close proximity to the query terms in the document. In these examples, the
profiles guiding the personalization of search results capture context which is pertinent
to the users immediate, and possibly temporary, information needs.

The availability of profile and/or context information is the pre-requisite for person-
alization and there have been a wide range of techniques developed for utilizing profile
information to influence different aspects of search experience. These techniques are not
limited to influencing the retrieval and ranking of search results, for example, and in fact
there has been research on how profiles can be used to influence may other stages in the
web search pipeline including the spidering and indexing [30, 33, 35, 45] of raw page
content, and query generation [3, 7, 57]. For example, one common way to personalize
search results based on a user profile involves using the profile to re-write, elaborate,
or expand the original search query so that it returns more specific results that better
reflect search interests or context. For example, Koutrika and Ioannidis [44] propose
an algorithm they call QDP (Query Disambiguation and Personalization) to expand a
query submitted by the user according to a user profile represented by weighted rela-
tionships between terms. These relationships take the form of operators between terms,
such as conjunction, disjunction, negation and substitution, and so in effect the user’s
profile provides a set of personalized query rewriting rules, which can be applied to the
submitted query before it is dispatched to the search engine. Croft et al [27] describe
how individualized language models can be used as user profiles with a view to support-
ing query expansion and relevance feedback. There is also much research in the area of
query expansion and disambiguation from the perspective of short term, session-based
user profiles from a relevance feedback standpoint which is also highly relevant to work
in personalized search [82]. This perspective is not so much targeted at personalizing
search per se, but rather at improving search at the level of independent search sessions
and many of these approaches can be expanded to encompass longer-term personalized
search profiles.



However, perhaps the most popular way to personalize search through user profiles
is to directly influence the ranking of search results. For example, Jeh and Widom [39]
do this by introducing a personalized version of PageRank [14] for setting the query-
independent priors on web pages based on user profiles. These profiles consist of a
collection of preferred pages with high PageRank values which are explicitly chosen
by the user, and used to compute a personalized PageRank score for any arbitrary page
based on how related it is to these highly scored preferred pages. Chirita et al [24] build
on this idea by automatically choosing these profile pages by analysing the searcher’s
bookmarked pages and past surfing behaviour, along with a HubFinder algorithm that
finds related pages with high PageRank scores which are suitable for driving the per-
sonalized PageRank algorithm. Both of these approaches are based on long-term user
profiles drawn from an extended period of the user’s browsing history.

Chang et al [20] propose a personalized version of Kleinberg’s HITS [40] ranking
algorithm. Their technique harnesses short-term feedback from the searcher, either ex-
plicitly or implicitly, to build a profile consisting of a personalized authority list which
can then be used to influence the HITS algorithm to personalize the ranking of search
results. Experimental results using a corpus of computer science research papers shows
that personalized HITS is able to significantly improve result ranking in line with the
searcher’s preferences, even with only minimal searcher feedback.

Another popular ranking-based approach is the re-ranking of results returned from
some underlying, generic web search engine according to searcher preferences without
requiring access to the inner workings of the search engine. Speretta and Gauch [98]
create individual user profiles by recording the queries and selected result snippets from
results returned by Google which are classified into weighted concepts from a reference
concept hierarchy. The results from future Google searches are then re-ranked accord-
ing to the similarity between each result and the searcher’s profile concept hierarchy.
Rohini and Varma [80] also present a personalized search method where results from
an underlying web search engine are re-ranked according to a collaborative filtering
technique that harnesses implicitly generated user profiles.

All of the above techniques focus on harnessing single user profiles (the preferences
of the target searcher) to personalize that user’s search experience. In recommender
systems research it is common to take advantage of groups of related profiles when
it comes to generating recommendations for a target individual. For instance, the well
known collaborative filtering approach to recommendation explicitly uses the prefer-
ences of a group of users who are similar to the target user when it comes to generating
recommendations [47,78,85]; see also [36,53]. Similar ideas are beginning to influence
web search and, indeed, in Section 1.4 we will describe one particular approach that har-
nesses the preferences of communities of users, albeit in the form of single community
profiles rather than a collection of individual user profiles; see also [90,92]. Sugiyama et
al. [102] propose a method whereby long-term user profiles are constructed from similar
searchers according to browsing history using a modified collaborative filtering algo-
rithm. The idea is that searchers who issued similar queries and selected similar results
in the past can benefit from sharing their search preferences. Sun et al. [103] propose a
similar approach called CubeSVD which is also based on collaborative filtering to per-
sonalize web search results by analysing the correlation of users, queries and results in



click-through data. Both these methods involve the identification of similar searchers to
the current searcher in order to create a more comprehensive user profile for the individ-
ual. More recently, the work of [12] describes a peer-to-peer approach to personalizing
web search that also leverages the profiles of similar users during result recommenda-
tion. Each searcher is profiled in terms of their prior queries and result selections (once
again these are long-term profiles). In response to a new target query, recommendations
are derived from the users own personal profile, but in addition, the query is propagated
through the peer-to-peer search network so that connected users can also suggest rele-
vant results based on their prior search behaviours. The resulting recommendations are
aggregated and ranked according to their relevance to the target query and also in terms
of the strength of the trust relationship between the target user and the relevant peer;
see also recent trust-based recommendation techniques by [63–68].

1.3.2 Collaborative Information Retrieval

Recent studies in specialised information seeking tasks, such as military command and
control tasks or medical tasks, have found clear evidence that search-type tasks can be
collaborative as information is shared between team members [71–74]. Moreover, re-
cent work by [58] highlights the inherently collaborative nature of more general purpose
web search. For example, during a survey of just over 200 respondents, clear evidence
for collaborative search behaviour emerged. More than 90% of respondents indicated
that they frequently engaged in collaboration at the level of the search process. For
example, 87% of respondents exhibited “back-seat searching” behaviours, where they
watched over the shoulder of the searcher to suggest alternative queries. A further 30%
of respondents engaged in search coordination activities, by using instant messaging
to coordinate searches. Furthermore, 96% of users exhibited collaboration at the level
of search products, that is, the results of searches. For example, 86% of respondents
shared the results they had found during searches with others by email. Thus, despite
the absence of explicit collaboration features from mainstream search engines there is
clear evidence that users implicitly engage in many different forms of collaboration as
they search, although, as reported by [58], these collaboration “work-arounds” are of-
ten frustrating and inefficient. Naturally, this has motivated researchers to consider how
different types of collaboration might be supported by future editions of search engines.

The resulting approaches to collaborative information retrieval can be usefully dis-
tinguished in terms of two important dimensions, time — that is, synchronous ver-
sus asynchronous search — and place — that is, co-located versus remote searchers.
Co-located systems offer a collaborative search experience for multiple searchers at a
single location, typically a single PC (e.g. [1, 87]) whereas remote approaches allow
searchers to perform their searches at different locations across multiple devices; see
e.g. [59, 60, 95]. The former enjoy the obvious benefit of an increased faculty for direct
collaboration that is enabled by the face-to-face nature of co-located search, while the
latter offer a greater opportunity for collaborative search. Alternatively, synchronous
approaches are characterised by systems that broadcast a “call to search” in which spe-
cific participants are requested to engage in a well-defined search task for a well defined
period of time; see e.g. [87]. In contrast, asynchronous approaches are characterised by
less well-defined, ad-hoc search tasks and provide for a more open-ended approach to



collaboration in which different searchers contribute to an evolving search session over
an extended period of time; see e.g. [59, 92].

A good example of the co-located, synchronous approach to collaborative web
search is given by the work of [1]. Their CoSearch system is designed to improve the
search experience for co-located users where computing resources are limited; for ex-
ample, a group of school children having access to a single PC. CoSearch is specifically
designed to leverage peripheral devices that may be available (e.g. mobile phones, extra
mice etc.) to facilitate distributed control and division of effort, while maintaining group
awareness and communication. For example, in the scenario of a group of users collab-
orating though a single PC, but with access to multiple mice, CoSearch supports a lead
searcher or driver (who has access to the keyboard) with other users playing the role of
search observers. The former performs the basic search task but all users can then begin
to explore the results returned by independently selecting links so that pages of interest
are added to a page queue for further review. The CoSearch interface also provides vari-
ous opportunities for users to associate notes with pages. Interesting pages can be saved
and as users collaborate a search summary can be created from the URLs and notes
of saved pages. In the case where observers have access to mobile phones, CoSearch
supports a range of extended interface functionality to provide observers with a richer
set of independent functionality via a bluetooth connection. In this way observers can
download search content to their mobile phone, access the page queue, add pages to the
page queue and share new pages with the group.

The purpose of CoSearch is to demonstrate the potential for productive collabora-
tive web search in resource-limited environments. The focus is very much on dividing
the search labour while maintaining communication between searchers, and live user
studies speak to the success of CoSearch in this regard [1]. The work of [88] is related
in spirit to CoSearch but focuses on image search tasks using a table-top computing
environment, which is well suited to supporting collaboration between co-located users
who are searching together. Once again, preliminary studies speak to the potential for
such an approach to improve overall search productivity and collaboration, at least in
specific types of information access tasks, such as image search, for example. A vari-
ation on these forms of synchronous search activities is presented in [87], where the
use of mobile devices as the primary search device allows for a remote form of syn-
chronous collaborative search. The iBingo system allows a group of users to collabo-
rate on an image search task with each user using a ipod touch device as their primary
search/feedback device (although conventional PCs appear to be just as applicable). In-
terestingly, where the focus on CoSearch is largely on the division of search labour and
communication support, iBingo offers the potential to use relevance feedback from any
individual searcher to the benefit of others. Specifically, the iBingo collaboration engine
uses information about the activities of each user in order to encourage other users to
explore different information trails and different facets of the information space. In this
way, the ongoing activities of users can have an impact on future searches by the group
and, in a sense, the search process is being “personalized” according to the group’s
search behaviour.

Remote search collaboration (whether asynchronous or synchronous) is the aim of
SearchTogether, which allows groups of searchers to participate in extended shared



search sessions as they search to locate information on particular topics; see also [59].
In brief, the SearchTogether system allows users to create shared search sessions and
invite other users to join in these sessions. Each searcher can independently search
for information on a particular topic, but the system provides features to allow indi-
vidual searchers to share what they find with other session members by recommend-
ing and commenting on specific results. In turn, SearchTogether supports synchronous
collaborative search by allowing searchers to invite others to join in specific search
tasks, allowing cooperating searchers to synchronously view the results of each oth-
ers’ searches via a split-screen style results interface. As with CoSearch above, one of
the key design goals in SearchTogether is to support a division of labour in complex,
open-ended search tasks. In addition, a key feature of the work is the ability to create
a shared awareness among group members by reducing the overhead of search collab-
oration at the interface level. SearchTogether does this by including various features,
from integrated messaging, query histories, and recommendations arising out of recent
searches.

In the main, the collaborative information retrieval systems we have so far exam-
ined have been largely focused on supporting collaboration from a division of labour
and shared awareness standpoint, separate from the underlying search process. In short,
these systems have assumed the availability of an underlying search engine and pro-
vided a collaboration interface that effectively imports search results directly, allowing
users to share these results. As noted by [69], one of the major limitations of these
approaches is that collaboration is restricted to the interface in the sense that while indi-
vidual searchers are notified about the activities of collaborators, they must individually
examine and interpret these activities in order to reconcile their own activities with
their co-searchers. Consequently, the work of [69] describes an approach to collabora-
tive search that is more tightly integrated with the underlying search engine resource so
that the operation of the search engine is itself influenced by the activities of collabo-
rating searchers in a number of ways. For example, mediation techniques are used to
prioritise, as yet, unseen documents, while query recommendation techniques are used
to suggest alternative avenues for further search exploration.

1.3.3 Towards Social Search

So far we have focused on two separate strands of complementary research in the field
of web search and information finding motivated by questions that cut to the very core
of conventional web search. The one-size-fits-all nature of mainstream web search is
questioned by researchers developing more personalized web search techniques, and the
assumption that search is largely a solitary experience is questioned by recent studies
that highlight the inherently collaborative nature of many search scenarios.

To date, these different strands of research have been separated by different motiva-
tions and objectives. The world of personalized search, for example, has been largely
guided by the need to produce result-lists that are better targeted to the needs of the
individual searcher, whereas collaborative information retrieval has focused on support-
ing groups of searchers by facilitating the division of search labour and by promoting
shared awareness among cooperating searchers. However both of these research com-
munities are linked by a common thread of research from the recommender systems



field and a recommender systems perspective has helped to identify opportunities to
bring these two different strands of research together. In what follows we will describe
two related case-studies that attempt to bring together these strands of research in the
pursuit of web search techniques that are both collaborative and personalized. The re-
sult is an approach to web search that is both more collaborative — each case study
assumes the involvement of groups of searchers — and more personalized, albeit at the
level of the group rather than the individual searcher. Both of these case-studies will de-
scribe remote, asynchronous forms of collaborative web search and we will summarize
the results of recent live-user studies to highlight their potential end-user benefits. In
each case we will describe the central role that recommendations play in adding-value
to a conventional search result-list. For example, we will describe how the preferences
and activities of communities and groups of users can be harnessed to promote recom-
mended search results in addition to conventional result-lists.

1.4 Case-Study 1 - Community-Based Web Search

In this first case-study we review recent work in the area of community-based web
search in which the search activities of communities of like-minded users are used
to augment the results of a mainstream search engine to provide a more focused
community-oriented result-list; see [91, 92]. This can include well-defined or ad-hoc
communities, and our aim is to take advantage of the query repetition and selection
regularity that naturally occurs within the search behaviour of such communities as a
source of result recommendations. In this case-study we describe and evaluate one par-
ticular implementation of this approach to web search that has been designed to work
with a mainstream search engine such as Google.

1.4.1 Repetition and Regularity in Search Communities

There are many scenarios in which search can be viewed as a community-oriented ac-
tivity. For example, the employees of a company will act as a type of search commu-
nity with overlapping information needs. Similarly, students in a class may serve as a
search community as they search for information related to their class-work. Visitors
to a themed website (e.g., a wildlife portal or a motoring portal) will tend to share
certain niche interests and will often use the site’s search facilities to look for related
information. And of course, groups of friends on a social networking site may act as a
community with shared interests.

We became interested in these emergent search communities because we believed
that there was a high likelihood that similarities would exist between the search pat-
terns of community members. For example, Figure 1.2 presents the results of a recent
17-week study of the search patterns for 70 employees of a local software company; this
study preceeded the trial discussed later in this paper. During the study we examined
more than 20,000 individual search queries and almost 16,000 result selections. We see
that, on average, just over 65% of queries submitted shared at least 50% (> 0.5 similar-
ity threshold) of their query terms with at least 5 other queries; and more than 90% of



Fig. 1.2. Repetition and similarity amongst the search queries used by the employees of a software
company.

queries shared at least 25% of their terms with about 10 other queries. In other words,
searchers within this ad hoc corporate search community do search for similar things
in similar ways, much more so than in generic search scenarios where we typically find
much lower repetition rates of about 10% at the 0.5 similarity threshold [92].

This is an important result which is supported by similar studies on other commu-
nities of searchers [92], and which motivates our collaborative web search approach. It
tells us that, in the context of communities of like-minded searchers, the world of web
search is a repetitive and regular place. A type of community search knowledge is gen-
erated from the search experiences of individuals as they search. This in turn suggests
that it may be possible to harness this search knowledge by facilitating the sharing of
search experiences among community members. So, as a simple example, when a vis-
itor to the previously mentioned wildlife portal searches for “jaguar pictures” they can
be recommended search results that have been previously selected by other community
members for similar queries. These results will likely relate to the wildlife interests
of the community and so, without any expensive processing of result content, we can
personalize search results according to the learned preferences of the community. In
this way, novice searchers can benefit from the shared knowledge of more experienced
searchers.

1.4.2 The Collaborative Web Search System

Figure 1.3 presents the basic architecture for our collaborative web search system,
which is designed to work alongside an underlying mainstream search engine — in
this case, Google. Briefly, a proxy-based approach is adopted to intercept queries on
their way to the underlying search engine, and to manipulate the results that are re-
turned from this engine back to the searcher. In this way users get to use their favourite



search engine in the normal way, but with collaborative web search (CWS) promotions
incorporated into the result-lists directly via the proxy. For example, consider a user Ui
submitting query qT to Google. This request is redirected to the CWS system where-
upon two things happen. First, the query is passed on to Google and the result-list RS
is returned in the normal way. Second, in parallel the query is also used to access a
local store of the search activity for U ′i s community – the CWS hit-matrix – to generate
a ranked set of promotion candidates, RP, as outlined below. These promotion candi-
dates are annotated by the explanation engine to present the searcher with a graphical
representation of their community history. Result-lists RP and RS are merged and the
resulting list R f inal is returned to the user; typically this merge involves promoting the
k (e.g., k = 3) most relevant promotions to the head of the result-list.

Fig. 1.3. Proxy architecture for a CWS system.

Thus for a target search query, CWS combines a default result-list, RS, from a stan-
dard search engine, with a set of recommended (promoted) results, RP, drawn from the
community’s past search history. To do this the search histories of a given community,
C, of users (C = {U1, ...,Un}) are stored in a hit-matrix, HC, such that each row corre-
sponds to some query qi and each column to some selected result page p j. The value
stored in HC

i j refers to the number of times that page p j has been selected for query qi
by members of C. In this way, each hit-matrix acts as a repository of community search
experiences: the results that the community members have found to be relevant for their
queries.



Relevance(p j,qi) =
Hi j

∑∀ j Hi j
(1.1)

Sim(q,q′) =
|q∩q′|
|q∪q′|

(1.2)

WRel(p j,qT ,q1, ...,qn) = (1.3)

∑i=1...n Relevance(p j,qi)•Sim(qT ,qi)
∑i=1...n Exists(p j,qi)•Sim(qT ,qi)

When responding to a new target query, qT , HC is used to identify and rank results that
have been regularly selected in the past. The relevance of a result p j in relation to a
query qi can be estimated by the relative frequency that p j has been selected for qi in
the past, as shown in Equation 1.1. More generally, we can pool the results that have
been selected for queries that are similar to qT (see Equation 1.2) and rank each result
according to the weighted model of relevance shown in Figure 1.3, which weights each
individual result’s relevance by the similarity of the associated query to qT ; note that
the predicate Exists returns 1 if page p j has been previously selected for query qi in the
target community, and 0 otherwise.

Fig. 1.4. The result-list returned by Google in response to the query ‘michael jordan’.

Figures 1.4 and 1.5 present example screen shots for the result-list returned by
Google for the query ‘Michael Jordan’. In the case of Figure 1.4 we see the default



Google result-list, with results for the basketball star clearly dominating. In Figure 1.5,
however, we see a result-list that has been modified by our proxy-based version of
CWS, trained by (in this example) a community of computer science researchers. The
results are presented through the standard Google interface, but we see that the top 3
results are promotions for the well-known Berkeley professor. In addition, promoted
results are annotated with explanation icons designed to capture different aspects of the
result’s community history. These include icons that capture the popularity of the result
among community members, information about how recently it has been selected, and
information about the other queries that have led to its selection.

Fig. 1.5. The result-list returned by CWS in response to the query ‘michael jordan’ issued within
a community with a shared interest in computer science. The extra explanation information avail-
able by mousing-over each promoted result icon type is also shown.



1.4.3 Evaluation

The current proxy-based architecture has been used as the basis of a long-term trial of
the CWS approach in a corporate search scenario. In this section we will describe some
recent results drawn from this trial, which speak to the value of the community-based
promotions offered by CWS.

The trial participants included the 70+ employees of a local Dublin software com-
pany where the CWS architecture was configured to work with the standard Google
search engine so that all Google requests were redirected through the CWS system.
The search experience was based on the standard Google interface with a maximum
of 3 results promoted (and annotated with explanations) in any session; if more than 3
promotions were available then non-promoted results were annotated with explanation
icons, but left in their default Google position. The results presented here are drawn
from just over 10 weeks of usage and cover a total of 12,621 individual search sessions.

One of the challenges in evaluating new search technologies in a natural setting
is how to evaluate the quality of individual search sessions. Ideally we would like to
capture direct relevance feedback from users as they search. While it would be relatively
straightforward to ask users to provide such feedback during each session, or as they
selected specific results, this was not feasible in the current trial because participants
were eager to ensure that their search experience did not deviate from the norm, and
were unwilling to accept pop-ups, form-filling or any other type of additional feedback.
As an alternative, in this evaluation, we used a less direct measure of relevance based
on the concept of a successful session (see also [91,92]). We define a successful session
to be one where at least one search result has been selected, indicating that the searcher
has found at least one (partially) relevant result. In contrast, search sessions where the
user does not select any results are considered to be unsuccessful, in the sense that the
searcher has found no relevant results. While this is a relatively crude measure of overall
search performance, it at least allows us to compare search sessions in a systematic way.

Fig. 1.6. The success rates for sessions containing promotions compared to those without promo-
tions.



A comparison of success rates between sessions with promotions (promoted ses-
sions) and search sessions without promotions (standard sessions) is presented as Fig-
ure 1.6. The results show that during the course of the 10 week trial, on average, sessions
with promotions are more likely to be successful (62%) than standard sessions (48%)
containing only Google results, a relative benefit of almost 30% due to the community-
based promotion of results. In other words, during the course of the trial we found that
for more than half of the standard Google search sessions users failed to find any results
worth selecting. In contrast, during the same period, the same searchers experienced
a significantly greater success rate for sessions that contained community promotions,
with less than 40% of these sessions failing to attract user selections. Within an enter-
prise these results can have an important impact when it comes to overall search produc-
tivity because there are significant savings to be made by eliminating failed search ses-
sions in many knowledge-intensive business scenarios. For example, a recent report [31]
by the International Data Corporation (IDC) found that, on average, knowledge workers
spend 25% of their time searching for information, and an enterprise employing 1,000
knowledge workers will waste nearly $2.5 million per year (at an opportunity cost of
$15 million) due to an inability to locate and retrieve information. In this context any
significant reduction in the percentage of failed search sessions can play an important
role in improving enterprise productivity, especially in larger organisations.

1.4.4 Discussion

The model of collaborative web search presented here is one that seeks to take ad-
vantage of naturally occurring query repetition and result selection regularity among
communities of like-minded searchers. In this case-study we have focused on one par-
ticular type of search community in the form of a group of employees. Obviously this is
a reasonably straightforward community to identify and it is perhaps not surprising that
we have found a high degree of repetition and regularity to take advantage of during
collaborative web search. Nonetheless, this type of community, where groups of indi-
viduals come together to perform similar information finding tasks, is a common one,
whether it is employees in a company or students in a class or researchers in a research
group.

There are of course many other types of community. For example, we have already
mentioned the scenario where a group of visitors to a themed web site can be considered
to be an ad-hoc search community. More generally, it is interesting to consider the open
question of community discovery and identification, and there is considerable research
at the present time devoted to exploring various approaches to automatically identifying
online communities; see for example [5, 11, 22, 106, 107]. And as we develop a better
understanding of the nature of online communities in the new world of the social web
it may be possible to offer a more flexible form of search collaboration, facilitated by a
more flexible and dynamic definition of search community.



1.5 Case-Study 2 - Web Search. Shared.

The previous case-study looked at a community-oriented view of collaborative web
search, where the search activities of like-minded communities of searchers were used
to influence mainstream search engine results. In this section we describe an alternative
model of collaborative web search, as implemented in a system called HeyStaks, that is
different in two important ways. First of all, HeyStaks adopts more user-led approach
to collaborative web search, one that is focused on helping users to better organise and
share their search experiences. HeyStaks does this by allowing users to create and share
repositories of search experiences as opposed to coordinating the participation of search
communities. Secondly, we adopt a very different approach to search engine integration.
Instead of the proxy-based approach described in the previous case-study, HeyStaks is
integrated with a mainsream search engine, such as Google, through a browser toolbar,
which provides the collaborative search engine with the ability to capture and guide
search activities. Finally, we will also summarize the findings of a recent live-user study
to investigate the nature of search collaboration that manifests within HeyStaks’ user
population.

1.5.1 The HeyStaks System

HeyStaks adds two basic features to a mainstream search engine. First, it allows users to
create search staks, as a type of folder for their search experiences at search time. Staks
can be shared with others so that their searches will also be added to the stak. Sec-
ond, HeyStaks uses staks to generate recommendations that are added to the underlying
search results that come from the mainstream search engine. These recommendations
are results that stak members have previously found to be relevant for similar queries
and help the searcher to discover results that friends or colleagues have found interest-
ing, results that may otherwise be buried deep within Google’s default result-list.

As per Fig. 1.7, HeyStaks takes the form of two basic components: a client-side
browser toolbar and a back-end server. The toolbar allows users to create and share
staks and provides a range of ancillary services, such as the ability to tag or vote for
pages. The toolbar also captures search click-throughs and manages the integration of
HeyStaks recommendations with the default result-list. The back-end server manages
the individual stak indexes (indexing individual pages against query/tag terms and pos-
itive/negative votes), the stak database (stak titles, members, descriptions, status, etc.),
the HeyStaks social networking service and, of course, the recommendation engine. In
the following sections we will briefly outline the basic operation of HeyStaks and then
focus on some of the detail behind the recommendation engine.

Consider the following motivating example. Steve, Bill and some friends are plan-
ning a European vacation and they know that during the course of their research they
will use web search as their primary source of information about what to do and where
to visit. Steve creates a (private) search stak called “European Vacation 2008“ and
shares this with Bill and friends, encouraging them to use this stak for their vacation-
related searches.

Fig. 1.8 shows Steve selecting this stak as he embarks on a new search for “Dublin
hotels“, and Fig. 1.9 shows the results of this search. The usual Google results are
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Fig. 1.7. The HeyStaks system architecture and outline recommendation model.

The Stak-List

Tag, Share, Vote Actions

Create, Share, Remove Staks

Fig. 1.8. Selecting a new active stak.



shown, but in addition HeyStaks has made two promotions. These have been promoted
because other members of the “European Vacation 2008“ stak had recently found these
results to be relevant; perhaps they selected them for similar queries, or voted for them,
or tagged them with related terms. These recommendations may have been promoted
from much deeper within the Google result-list, or they may not even be present in
Google’s default results for the target query. Other relevant results may also be high-
lighted by HeyStaks, but left in their default Google position. In this way Steve and Bill
benefit from promotions that are based on their previous similar searches. In addition,
HeyStaks can recommend results from other related public staks as appropriate, helping
searchers to benefit from the search knowledge that other groups and communities have
created.

HeyStaks Promotions

Pop-up tag, 
share, vote icons

Fig. 1.9. Google search results with HeyStaks promotions.

Separately from the toolbar, HeyStaks users can also benefit from the HeyStaks
search portal, which provides a social networking service built around people’s search
histories. For example, Fig. 1.10 shows the portal page for the “European Vacation



2008“ stak, which is available to all stak members. It presents an activity feed of recent
search history and a query cloud that makes it easy for the user to find out about what
others have been searching for. The search portal also provides users with a wide range
of features such as stak maintenance (e.g., editing, moving, copying results in staks and
between staks), various search and filtering tools, and a variety of features to manage
their own search profiles and find new search partners.

Stak Term Cloud

Stak Activity Feed

Fig. 1.10. The HeyStaks search portal provide direct access to staks and past searches.

1.5.2 The HeyStaks Recomendation Engine

In HeyStaks each search stak (S) serves as a profile of the search activities of the stak
members and HeyStaks combines a number of implicit and explicit profiling techniques
to capture a rich history of search experiences. Each stak is made up of a set of result
pages (S = {p1, ..., pk}) and each page is anonymously associated with a number of
implicit and explicit interest indicators, including the total number of times a result has
been selected (sel), the query terms (q1, ...,qn) that led to its selection, the number of
times a result has been tagged (tag), the terms used to tag it (t1, ..., tm), the votes it has
received (v+,v−), and the number of people it has been shared with (share) (all explicit
indicators of interest) as indicated by Eq. 1.4.



pS
i = {q1, ...,qn, t1, ..., tm,v+,v−,sel, tag,share} (1.4)

In this way, each page is associated with a set of term data (query terms and/or
tag terms) and a set of usage data (the selection, tag, share, and voting count). The
term data is represented as a Lucene (lucene.apache.org) index table, with each page
indexed under its associated query and tag terms, and provides the basis for retrieving
and ranking promotion candidates. The usage data provides an additional source of ev-
idence that can be used to filter results and to generate a final set of recommendations.
At search time, a set of recommendations is produced in a number of stages: relevant
results are retrieved and ranked from the Lucene stak index; these promotion candidates
are filtered based on an evidence model to eliminate noisy recommendations; and the re-
maining results are added to the Google result-list according to a set of recommendation
rules.

Briefly, there are two types of promotion candidates: primary promotions are results
that come from the active stak St ; whereas secondary promotions come from other staks
in the searcher’s stak-list. To generate these promotion candidates, the HeyStaks server
uses the current query qt as a probe into each stak index, Si, to identify a set of relevant
stak pages P(Si,qt). Each candidate page, p, is scored using Lucene’s TF.IDF retrieval
function as per 1.5, which serves as the basis for an initial recommendation ranking.

score(qt , p) = ∑
t∈qt

t f (t ∈ p)• id f (t)2 (1.5)

Staks are inevitably noisy, in the sense that they will frequently contain pages that
are not on topic. For example, searchers will often forget to set an appropriate stak at the
start of a new search session and, although HeyStaks includes a number of automatic
stak-selection techniques to ensure that the right stak is active for a given search, these
techniques are not perfect, and misclassifications do inevitably occur; see also [19, 96].
As a result, the retrieval and ranking stage may select pages that are not strictly rele-
vant to the current query context. To avoid making spurious recommendations HeyStaks
employs an evidence filter, which uses a variety of threshold models to evaluate the rel-
evance of a particular result, in terms of its usage evidence; tagging evidence is consid-
ered more important than voting, which in turn is more important than implicit selection
evidence. For example, pages that have only been selected once, by a single stak mem-
ber, are not automatically considered for recommendation and, all other things being
equal, will be filtered out at this stage. In turn, pages that have received a high pro-
portion of negative votes will also be eliminated. The precise details of this model are
beyond the scope of this paper but suffice it to say that any results which do not meet
the necessary evidence thresholds are eliminated from further consideration.

After evidence pruning we are left with revised primary and secondary promotions
and the final task is to add these qualified recommendations to the Google result-list.
HeyStaks uses a number of different recommendation rules to determine how and where
a promotion should be added. Once again, space restrictions prevent a detailed account
of this component but, for example, the top 3 primary promotions are always added
to the top of the Google result-list and labelled using the HeyStaks promotion icon.
If a remaining primary promotion is also in the default Google result-list then this is



labeled in place. If there are still remaining primary promotions then these are added
to the secondary promotion list, which is sorted according to TF.IDF scores. These
recommendations are then added to the Google result-list as an optional, expandable
list of recommendations; for further details see [93, 94]

1.5.3 Evaluation

In this section we examine a subset of 95 HeyStaks users who have remained active
during the course of the early beta release of the toolbar and service. These users reg-
istered with HeyStaks during the period October-December 2008 and the results below
represent a summary of their usage during the period October 2008 - January 2009. Our
aim is to gain an understanding of both how users are using HeyStaks, and whether
they seem to be benefiting from its search promotions. Because this is a study of live-
users in the wild there are certain limitations about what we have been able to measure.
There is no control group, for example, and it was not feasible, mainly for data privacy
reasons, to analyse the relative click-through behaviour of users, by comparing their se-
lections of default Google results to their selections of HeyStaks promotions. However,
for the interested reader, our earlier work does report on this type of analysis in more
conventional control-group laboratory studies [10, 26, 92].

Key to the HeyStaks proposition is that searchers need a better way to organise and
share their search experiences. HeyStaks provides these features but do users actually
take the time to create staks? Do they share them with others or join those created by
others?

Fig. 1.11. (a) Average staks created and joined per user. (b) The percentage of sociable and
solitary users.

During the course of the initial deployment of HeyStaks users did engage in a rea-
sonable degree of stak creation and sharing activity. For example, as per Fig. 1.11, on
average, beta users created just over 3.2 new staks and joined a further 1.4. Perhaps this
is not surprising: most users create a few staks and share them with a small network of
colleagues or friends, at least initially.

In total there were over 300 staks created on a wide range of topics, from broad
topics such as travel, research, music and movies, to more niche interests including



archaeology, black and white photography, and mountain biking. A few users were
prolific stak creators and joiners: one user created 13 staks and joined another 11, to
create a search network of 47 other searchers (users who co-shared the same staks).
In fact on average, each user was connected to a search network of just over 5 other
searchers by the staks that they shared.

The vast majority of staks were created as public staks, although most (52%) re-
mained the domain of a single member, the stak creator. Thus 48% of staks were shared
with at least one other user and, on average, these staks attracted 3.6 members. Another
way to look at this is as depicted in Fig. 1.11(b): 70% of users make the effort to share
or join staks (sociable users); and only 30% of users created staks just for their own
personal use and declined to join staks created by others (solitary users).

At its core HeyStaks is motivated by the idea that web search is an inherently social
or collaborative activity. And even though mainstream search engines do not support
this, searchers do find alternative collaboration channels (e.g., email, IM, etc.) with
which to partially, albeit inefficiently, share their search experiences; see for exam-
ple [58]. One of the most important early questions to ask about HeyStaks users con-
cerns the extent to which their natural search activity serves to create a community of
collaborating searchers. As users search, tag, and vote they are effectively producing
and consuming community search knowledge. A user might be the first to select or tag
a given result for a stak and, in this context, they have produced new search knowledge.
Later, if this result is promoted to another user and then re-selected (or tagged or voted
on), then this other user is said to have consumed that search knowledge; of course they
have also produced search knowledge as their selection, tag, or vote is added to the stak.

We have found that 85% of users have engaged in search collaborations. The major-
ity have consumed results that were produced by at least one other user, and on average
these users have consumed results from 7.45 other users. In contrast 50% of users have
produced knowledge that has been consumed by at least one other user, and in this case
each of these producers has created search knowledge that is consumed by more than
12 other users on average.

Fig. 1.12. (a) Average staks created and joined per user. (b) The percentage of sociable and
solitary users.



One question we might ask is to what degree individual users tend to be produc-
ers or consumers of search knowledge. Are some searchers net producers of search
knowledge, in the sense that they are more inclined to create search knowledge that is
useful to others? Are other users net consumers, in the sense that they are more inclined
to consume search knowledge that others have created? This data is presented in Fig.
1.12(a). To be clear, a net producer is defined as a user who has helped more other users
than they themselves have been helped by, whereas a net consumer is defined as a user
who has been helped by more users than they themselves have helped. The chart shows
that 47% of users are net producers. Remember that, above, we noted how 50% of users
have produced at least some search knowledge that has been consumed by some other
user. It seems that the vast majority of these users, 94% of them in fact, are actually
helping more people than they are helped by in return.

So, we have found that lots of users are helping other users, and lots of users are
helped by other users. Perhaps this altruism is limited to a small number of searches?
Perhaps, most of the time, at the level of individual searches, users are helping them-
selves? A variation on the above analysis can help shed light on this question by look-
ing at the source of promotions that users judge to be relevant enough to select during
their searches. Overall, the beta users selected more than 11,000 promotions during
their searches. Some of these promotions will have been derived from the searcher’s
own past history; we call these self promotions. Others will have been derived from
the search activities of other users who co-share staks with the searcher; we call these
peer promotions. The intuition here is that the selection of self promotions corresponds
to examples of HeyStaks helping users to recover results they have previously found,
whereas the selection of promotions from peers corresponds to discovery tasks, where
the user is benefiting from focused new content that might otherwise have been missed,
or have been difficult to find; see [51,62]. Thus Fig. 1.12(b) compares the percentage of
peer and self promotions and shows that two-thirds of selected promotions are gener-
ated from the searcher’s own past search activities; most of the time HeyStaks is helping
searchers to recover previously found results. However, 33% of the time peer promo-
tions are selected (and we already know that these come from many different users),
helping the searcher to discover new information that others have found.

The bias towards self promotions is perhaps not surprising, especially given the
habits of searchers, and especially during the early stages of stak development. The
growth of most staks is initially led by a single user, usually the creator, and so in-
evitably most of the promotions are generated in response to the creator’s own search
queries. And most of these promotions will be self promotions, derived from the leader’s
own search activities. Many staks are not shared and so are only capable of making self
promotions. As staks are shared, however, and more users join, the pool of searchers
becomes more diverse. More results are added by the actions of peers and more peer
promotions are generated and selected. It is an interesting task for future work to ex-
plore the evolution of a search stak and to investigate how stak content and promotions
are effected as more and more users participate. Are there well-defined stages in stak
evolution, for example, as self promotions give way to peer promotions? For now it
is satisfying to see that even in the early stages of stak evolution, where the average



stak has between 3 and 4 members, that 34% of the time members are benefiting from
promotions that are derived from the activities of their peers.

1.5.4 Discussion

Compared to the first case-study, HeyStaks promotes a much more explicit form of
search collaboration — search staks are explicitly created and shared by users — and the
result is the formation of micro search communities in which small groups of searchers
collaborate on particular search themes or topics. Of course this does not preclude the
formation of larger groups of collaborating searchers, and it is entirely likely that certain
types of search stak will evolve to become search communities in a manner that fits well
with those contemplated by the previous case-study.

Once again, there are many questions left unanswered by this case-study as it pro-
vides a fertile ground for further research. For example, the potential proliferation of
search staks leads to entirely new recommendation opportunities as users may benefit
from suggestions about which staks to join, for example. Moreover, it may be interest-
ing to consider the merging and/or splitting of staks in certain circumstances, allowing
users to create staks by combining existing staks, for instance.

1.6 Conclusions

Web search engines are, and no doubt will continue to be, the primary tools that we
will use to discover and explore online information. For all of the success of main-
stream search engines like Google, the web search problem is far from being solved
and research into a new generation of web search technologies is maturing. In the fu-
ture it is likely that mainstream search engines will evolve to offer users greater support
when it comes to finding the right information at the right time, and recommendation
technologies are set to play an important part of this future.

Already, for example, researchers are exploring how to make search engines more
responsive to our particular, individual needs and preferences by combining user profil-
ing and recommendation technologies to deliver a more personalized user experience,
whether through the generation of targeted result-lists or improved query recommenda-
tion, for example. Another strand of research seeks to take advantage of the inherently
collaborative nature of many web search tasks by providing searchers with new tools to
foster and promote search collaboration between small groups and even large commu-
nities of searchers.

In this chapter we have provided a snapshot of these interesting areas of independent
research by surveying a number of representative systems and techniques. In turn we
have highlighted how these complementary approaches to collaborative and personal-
ized web search are beginning to come together to offer users improved personalization
as a side-effect of collaboration, with recommender systems playing a central role in a
new type of social search service. In this regard we have presented two separate case-
studies of these social search systems to show how mainstream search engines like
Google may be enhanced by such approaches in practice.



In the future it is likely that mainstream search engines will evolve to accommodate
many elements of these approaches, as recommendation technologies play an increasing
role in web search. Where today the burden of web search is very much on the individual
searcher, we believe that the introduction of recommendation technologies will provide
search engines with the opportunity to be a lot more proactive as they work to antici-
pate, rather than respond to, a user’s information needs. This in turn will lead to many
new research opportunities, especially at the level of the search interface, as we look for
new ways to incorporate recommendation techniques into the very fabric of web search.
Indeed, already we are seeing some early examples of this as, for instance, search en-
gines like Google and Yahoo, incorporate query recommendation techniques in to their
regular search boxes. But this is just the beginning and as researchers addresses the
challenges of profiling, privacy, and recommendation head-on, search engines will pro-
vide a unique platform for the next generation of recommendation technologies. And
just as the e-commerce sites have served as an early platform for recommender systems,
search engines will help to introduce a new era of recommendation technologies to a
much wider audience.
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